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Abstract 

Urbanisation is one encompassing process bounded by various subsequent 

activities. This catalytic continuous and dynamic activity may cause various vigorous 

impacts on both rural and urban areas. In recent decades, it is witnessed that the spatial 

transformation due to the formation and expansion of commercial activities in an urban 

area has vitalized the role of urban planning and similarly helps to configure the cities. 

Urban areas have an opportunity to confine with various extents of commercial activities 

with respect to their character, type, and scale. Cities concentrating on the various 

magnitude of commercial activities is righteous because thus improves the balance of 

supply and demand. But, at the same time, it is important to channelize its influence on 

spatial development and its related changes. When planning a large scale urban area, it 

is important to examine and estimate how the development would have affect and 

stimulate the environmental changes. This research is one among to examine the 

environmental impacts caused by the execution of large scale commercial activities and 

primarily focuses on accumulation of traffic and its impact on the shopping malls. 

Numerous parameters have been scrutinized which include but are not limited to analyse 

the noise pollution level, Impact of traffic on the shopping mall, etc.  

        

 

Keywords: Commercial activities, Traffic Impact Assessment, Traffic Intersection 

analysis, shopping mall.         

 

1. Introduction 

 

The rapid and radical changes of commercial activities in an urban area impel the 

changes in spatial profile and its use. There were broad classifications of commercial 

activities ranges from small scale retail shops to the whole sale markets. This research 

mainly focuses on the large scale retail commercial activities such as shopping malls and 

the study examines the impact of traffic pattern and its occurrences. Shopping malls have a 

tendency to attract vast number of people, this stems from the wide variety of products and 

services offered by various retailers. Although, e-commerce sale continue to increase, 

customers still love to shop in person and thus increases the retail foot traffic. The more the 

place attracts people, the more it welcomes the chaos and directly reflects its collision on 
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the land and it’s relating activities. In general, traffic in a City is created by the employment 

generating areas, shopping areas, recreational places, and visit to friends and relatives place 

by the general public and thorough traffic not related to the City.Shopping malls contribute 

to business more significantly than traditional markets, which are viewed as a simple 

convergence of supply and demand[1]. Shopping Centers like Mall in Commercial 

Business District create traffic, because of the people visiting there for recreational and 

shopping by Cars, Two Wheelers and Para Transit Mode. Malls are increasingly being 

viewed as community centers where the customers want to come for their shopping needs, 

to socialize, for leisure, entertainment and to relax [2]. The socioeconomic demand of a 

shopping malls urban area creates a very significant role in planning the city for future 

development. 

The quantum of footfalls to a mall is a prime indicator of the preference and patronage of 

the consumers to a particular development. The malls need to have a balanced mix of 

brands that are relevant to the catchment profile and their needs. The scale of mall is 

important to keep variety of assortments and diverse categories because customers are 

interested to do their entire shopping under one roof whereas the footfalls to the mall are 

essential for sales conversions and revenue generation for the retail stores [3]. 

The Proposed Mall by the Proponents is located at a Commercial area nearby to Arcot 

Intersection. This study examines the impact of growing traffic congestion of shopping 

malls in an urban area. 

 

2. Aim and Objective 
 

The main aim of this research is to identify the level of Traffic generated in an 

urban area due to the proposal of new shopping malls in order to direct the future spatial 

growth.  

1. Identify the impact on the increase of Traffic Volume and its circulation in an urban 

area due to the Proposed Shopping Mall. 

2. Study of the traffic by conducting an Intersection traffic survey at three junctions 

during the peak hours between 7.30 a.m. to 11.30 a.m. and 3.30 p.m. to 7.30 p.m. 

namely  

i. Bharathi Road and Nellikuppam road Junction 

ii. Bharathi Road and Collector road Junction 

iii. Bharathi Road and Beach road Junction and 

iv. Chidambaram Road and Lawrence road Junction 

v. Impact on the Traffic in Bharathi Road due to the Proposed Byepass by 

Highways Department. 

3. Prediction of the traffic generated by the Mall using the available standards. 

4. Study on the impact of the disturbancescaused by the proposed mall to the Education 

Institutions within 500m radius. 

5. Analysis and Inferences on the traffic generated with and without the Mall. 

 

3. Study Area 
 

The proposed Commercial area with an extent of 3200 Square meter is located at 

Cuddalore Municipality, Bharathi Road, Ward 6, Block:4, T.S.No:83/2B,2C1 & 2C2. The 

Location Map depicting the study area is shown in Map 1. The Existing Land use Map 

around the site for a distance of 0.5 Sq.Km is given in (Figure 1. Location of Study Area). 

The Important Schools, Colleges, Temples and Hospitals around the Proposed Commercial 

Mall is St. Anne’s Girls  Higher Secondary School, CK School of practical knowledge, 

RettaiPillayar Temple, Vishvanathar Temple, Puttalai Amman Koil, and many more small 

temples, Vallivilas Hospital, Government General Hospital, Abirami Hospital, Krishna 

Hospital, ABR Hospital, SubhaAnanthan Medical Centre and KannanHopsital.Predicting 
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future growth of the study area for the year 2031 by analyzing past trends of growth (1981-

2019). 

 
 

Figure 1.  Location of Study Area 

4. Level of Services and V/C ration 
 

Capacity is defined as the maximum number of vehicles, passengers, or the like, 

per unit time, which can be accommodated under given conditions` with a reasonable 

expectation of occurrence. Capacity expresses the maximum hourly rate at which persons 

or vehicles can reasonably be expected to traverse a point during a given time period under 

prevailing roadway and traffic conditions. The analysis of volume of footfall to the mall 

will be calculate with the capacity of the mall. This volume to capacity ration (V/C) 

measures the level of congestion on a roadway by dividing the volume of traffic by the 

capacity of the shopping mall. Planners estimates the quality of operations at specific 

transportation facilities such as roads, lanes, intersections and thus helps to understand the 
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peak hour of traffic. Level of services characterizes the operating. Conditions on the facility 

in terms of speed, travel time, traffic interruptions will help to attain the comfort and 

convenience. As per IRC standards, this Level of Services ranges from Level A that is the 

least congested to Level F, the most congested. Although the distinction between level of 

services A through F are subjective. Similarly, the capacity of the road will vary with 

different road widths. The characteristic of different Level of Services as per IRC standards 

for Urban and Suburban arterials are summarized as shown in the below (Table.1 Level 
of Services and its characteristics). 

 

Table 1. Level of Services and its characteristics 

Level of 

Services 

Quality Speed V/C Description 

A Free Flow 80 0.6 Traffic flows at or above speed limit 

and motorists have complete mobility 

between lanes 

B reasonably free 

flow 

70 0.7 Slightly more congested, with some 

impingement of maneuverability 

C Near Free-Flow 60 0.8 Stable flow (more congested than B, 

ability to pass or change lanes is not 

always assures, posted speed is 

maintained) 

D Medium Flow 50 0.85 Approaching unstable flow (speeds 

somewhat reduces, motorists hemmed 

in by other vehicles) 

E At capacity Flow 40 0.9 Unstable flow (flow becomes 

irregular, speed varies widely & rarely 

reaches speed limit, consistent with 

over capacity) 

F Congested Flow 15 1 Forced or broken flow (constant 

traffic jam) 

Source: IRC 106-1990 Guidelines for Capacity of Urban Roads in Plain Areas 

 

Capacity is defined as the maximum number of vehicles, passengers, or like, per 

unit time, which can be accommodated under given conditions with a reasonable 

expectation of occurrence. The capacity of the road will vary with different road width as 

per IRC Standards. IRC Standards for calculating capacity for different road width are 

given in (Table2. Level of Service for Urban Areas). 

 

Table 2. Level of Service for Urban Areas 

S.No Type of Carriageway Total Design Service Volumes for Different 

Categories of Urban Roads 

Arterial Sub-Arterial Collector 

1 2-Lane (One Way) 2400 1900 1400 

2 2-Lane (Two Way) 1500 1200 900 

3 3-Lane (One Way) 3600 2900 2200 

4 4-Lane Undivided (Two Way) 3000 2400 1800 

5 4-Lane Divided (Two Way) 3600 2900 - 

6 6-Lane Undivided (Two Way) 4800 3800 - 

7 6-Lane Divided (Two Way) 5400 4300 - 

8 8-Lane Divided (Two Way) 7200 - - 

Source: IRC 106-1990 Guidelines for Capacity of Urban Roads in Plain Areas 
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5. Area Study of Traffic at the Intersections 
 

 The study of Traffic at the above said Intersections were carried out and the 

inferences for the each junction arrived on the below tables. The studies reveals that the 

peak hour in the morning is between 8.30 to 9.30 a.m in the Junctions namely Bharati Road 

and Nellikuppam Road Junction, Bharathi Road and Collector road Junction, Bharathi Road 

and Beach Road Junction and Chidambaram Road and Lawrence Road Junction as shown 

in (Figure 2. Existing Traffic Flow Diagram – Morning(8:30-9:30am) and (Table 
3-.Existing Traffic volume in Arcot Road Junction during Morning). In the 

evening the Peak hours for the Mall Located Junction Bharathi Road and Beach Road 

Junction is between 4.30 p.m to 5.30 p.m as mentioned in (Figure 3. Existing Traffic 
Flow Diagram – Evening (4:30-5:30pm)). For the rest of the Junctions in the evening 

namely Bharati Road and Nellikuppam Road Junction, Bharathi Road and Collector road 

Junction and Chidambaram Road and Lawrence Road Junction is between 5.30 p.m to 6.30 

p.m as shown in (Table 6. Existing Traffic volume in Lawrence Road Junction 
during Evening). In (Table 5-10. Existing Traffic volume in various junction on 
both Morning and Evening). The level of Service during the peak hour for all the main 

roads is E and F and V/C ratio is more than 1. It signifies there is congestion during the 

peak hour. Before and after the peak hours in the morning and the evening, the level of 

Service changes to D and E and V/Cratio is near to 1. It signifies there is less congestion 

after the peak hours. 

 

Figure 2.  Existing Traffic Flow Diagram – Morning(8:30-9:30am)  
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Figure 3.  Existing Traffic Flow Diagram – Evening(4:30-5:30pm)  

Table 3. Existing Traffic volume in Arcot Road Junction during Morning (7:30am – 
11:30am) 

 

 

Source: Traffic Survey Conducted and Analyzed by Authors 
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Table 4. Existing Traffic volume in Arcot Road Junction during Evening (3:30pm – 
7:30pm) 

 
Source: Traffic Survey Conducted and Analyzed by Authors 

 

Table 5. Existing Traffic Volume in Lawrence Road Junction during Morning (7:30 
am – 11:30 am) 

 

 

                    Source: Traffic Survey Conducted and Analyzed by Authors 
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Table 6. Existing Traffic Volume in Lawrence Road Junction during Evening (3:30 
– 7:30 pm) 

 

 
                   Source: Traffic Survey Conducted and Analyzed by Authors 

Table 7. Existing Traffic Volume in Post Office Junction during Morning (7:30 – 
11:30 am) 

 

 
          Source: Traffic Survey Conducted and Analyzed by Authors 
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Table 8. Existing Traffic Volume in Post Office Junction during Evening (3:30 – 
7:30 pm) 

 

 
                      Source: Traffic Survey Conducted and Analyzed by Authors 

Table 9. Existing Traffic Volume in Collector Office Junction during Morning (7:30 
– 11:30 pm) 

 

 
       Source: Traffic Survey Conducted and Analyzed by Authors 
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Table 10. Existing Traffic Volume in Collector Office Junction during Evening 
(3:30 – 7:30 pm) 

 

 
                          Source: Traffic Survey Conducted and Analyzed by Authors 

 

6. Framing of Scenarios to Identify the Level of Traffic Generated in and 

around the Commercial Mall 

 
There is no standard manual available in India for calculating the traffic generated 

by the Commercial Malls. Various literatures have been reviewed to identify and to 

understand the significance of general footfall in various Commercial Malls. The summary 

of the literature review is shown in the (Table 11. Shopping Mall with their 
Footfalls). The degree of dependency of the socioeconomic relationship concerns the 

attractiveness of shoppers flow and enormous initiatives have made by the shoppers to 

increase the footfall. This paramount process induces the traffic flow and fluctuate the level 

of traffic. It is inferred that the follow and frequency of the footfall is bounded with various 

direct and its allied factors, which includes but not limited to the location convenience, size 

of the commercial malls, availability of amenities and choice of promotional activities. 

 

Table 11. Shopping Mall with their Footfalls 

S.

N

o 

Shopping Mall with 

Location 

Total built up 

Area in 

Square feet 

Average 

Footfall 

Weekdays in 

Numbers 

Average 

Footfall 

Weekends in 

Numbers 

Average 

Consumer 

Spending in 

Rupees 

1 Lulu Mall, Kochi 16.99 Lakhs 55000 85000 Not Available 

2 Vivianna Mall, 

Mumbai 

17.00 Lakhs 35000 65000 900 

3 Ahmedabad One 12.00 Lakhs 30000 60000 629 

4 DLF Palace, Saket, 

New Delhi 

7.50 Lakhs 40000 55000 Not Available 

5 City Walk, New Delhi 13.00 Lakhs 45000 65000 Not Available 

Average 13.298 Lakhs 41000 66000 765 

Source: https://www/indianretailer.com/article/property/Shopping-Center-Facts-and- Stats.a5708/ 
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By considering and taken account of the literature inference, the study further 

focuses on the fixing of various scenarios with respect to its spatial incurrence of 

commercial shops, multiplex on inside the mall and this continual impact of footfall also 

influences the traffic on its external environment. Henceforth, the traffic study of various 

intersections has been fixed as one of the prominent Scenario to identity the volume of 

traffic generated on each junctions and its impact to the commercial mall. 

 

 

6.1. Scenario -1Prediction of the Traffic generated due to Commercial Shops 

 

The under laying factor of success of any commercial mall is depended on the 

presence of agglomerated variant retail shops. Hence the Scenario-1 focuses mainly on the 

traffic generated in commercial mall due to the presence of Commercial shops. The first 

step adopted is to calculate the traffic generation in the Mall in order to find out the foot fall 

generated by the Mall.To arrive at the foot fall in the proposed Mall by the proponents, the 

following steps are formulated to calculate the occurrence of traffic flow in Weekdays and 

for Weekends. In the general pilot study it is found that the footfall in the Mallvaries 

between the weekdays and the Weekends. So separate calculation is worked out for 

Weekdays and Weekends to arrive at the footfall generated. 

 

6.1.1.Footfall calculation for Commercial Mall on Weekdays 

 

There is a positive link between entertainment orientation and performance 

outcomes [4]. suggested that intention to visit a shopping centre directly impacts the 

frequency of visits to a shopping centre. This catalytic process is also considered as a 

component of having magnetic friction of attraction that brings the customer again and 

again to the shopping centre and this can be provided by placing recreational, leisure and 

entertainment facilities. These result in consumers spending more time inside the mall, 

increase their bill size and influence them to recommend the shopping centre to others[5]. 

From the literature review it is inferred that for an average of 13.298 Lakhs of Total Builtup 

Area in square feet brings an average of 41000 footfall on the weekdays. Therefore the 

expected footfall during the weekdays for an area of 1.204 Lakhs of Square Feet is 

calculated in the below steps. 

 

For 1329800 Square Feet weekdays foot fall = 41000 

For 120492 Square Feet Weekdays foot fall in Cuddalore = 120492 x 41000 

                                                                                                --------------------- 

        1329800 

                  = 3714  

 

Since Cuddalore is a small town with a population of only 1.73 Laksh as per 

Census 2011, it is assumed that 50% of the Expected foot fall calculated above will be 

received in the proposed Mall at Cuddalore. Therefore the footfall expected in Cuddalore 

during the week days will be 1857. 

 

6.1.2.Footfall calculation for Commercial Mall on Weekdays 

 

Similarly, the Scenario formulated in the case of traffic generated in a commercial 

mall on the weekends. For an area of 13.298 Lakhs of Total Builtup Area in square feet 

brings an average of 66000 footfall on the weekdays. Therefore the expected footfall during 

the weekdays for an area of 1.204 Lakhs of Square Feet is calculated in the below steps. 
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For 1329800 Lakhs Square Feet weekends foot fall = 66000 

For 120492 Lakhs Square Feet Weekends foot fall in Cuddalore = 120492 x 66000 

--------------------- 

        1329800 

                  = 5980 

 

Since Cuddalore is a small town with a population of only 1.73 Laksh as per 

Census 2011, it is assumed that 60% of the Expected foot fall calculated above will be 

received in the proposed Mall at Cuddalore. Therefore the footfall expected in Cuddalore 

during the week days will be 3600. In the Weekends, Schools, Colleges and Offices are 

closed. Therefore the traffic generated in the roads on weekend will be less. In that context, 

the Impact Study of traffic due to the proposed mall is studied only for the weekdays. 

 

Footfall generated by the Proposed Commercial Mall is to be converted into 

number of Vehicles. The first step is to arrive at the number of vehicles from the footfall 

generated by the Proposed Commercial Mall using Modal share.  Modal share is calculated 

from the traffic surveys conducted.  The Modal share for Bus, Bike, Auto, Car, Van, Cycle 

and Pedestrian is 40%, 25%, 20%, 7%, 6%, 1% and 1% respectively. Using the Modal 

share, number of people travelling by various modes is calculated and presented in the 

Table 12. Occupancy rate for each vehicle is arrived by the traffic surveys conducted by the 

Consultant. The Occupancy rate for Bus, Bike, Auto, Car and Van is 72, 1.5, 5.5, 3 and 15 

respectively. Using the Occupancy rate, number of vehicles is arrived and the Number of 

Vehicles is then converted into number of Passenger Car Units (PCU) and is presented in 

the (Table 12 Calculation of Passenger Car Unit using the Foot Fall generated 
in the Proposed Mall).  

 

Table 12. Calculation of Passenger Car Unit using the Foot Fall generated in the 
Proposed Mall 

Mode 

Modal Share 

% 

No of People using the various 

mode in Weekdays Number of Vehicles PCU 

Bus 40 743 10 23 

Bike 25 464 310 155 

Auto 20 371 68 81 

Car 7 130 43 43 

Van 6 111 7 10 

Cycle 1 19 19 7 

Pedestrian 1 19 19 0 

  100 1857 475 320 

Source: Traffic Survey Conducted and Analyzed by Authors 

 

Thus the footfall generated by the Proposed Commercial during one of the 

Weekdays is 320 PCU. The Mall functions between 10.00 a.m. to 11.00 p.m. It is assumed 

that the vehicles arriving to proposed Commercial during the peak hour will be 20% of the 

total traffic generated during the day. Therefore during the peak hour, the generated vehicle 

traffic in terms of Passenger Car Units is 64. 
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6.2. Scenario -2 Prediction of the Traffic generated due to the presence of Multiplex 

 

It is observed that the presence of entertainment segment in the shopping mall helps 

in consumer satisfaction and is an important driver of the shoppers to the Mall. Hence the 

assumption is made that the fifth floor, Sixth floor and the Seventh floor is proposed as 

Multiplex in the Proposed Commercial Mall. The total seating capacity of the proposed 

Multiplex is 789. Modal share is calculated from the traffic surveys conducted.  The Modal 

share for Bus, Bike, Auto, Car, Van, Cycle and Pedestrian is 40%, 25%, 20%, 7%, 6%, 1% 

and 1% respectively. Using the Modal share, the number of peoples travelling by different 

modes is arrived. The Number of Vehicles arriving at the Commercial Mall is arrived using 

the Occupancy rate. The Occupancy rate for Bus, Bike, Auto, Car and Van is 72, 1.5, 5.5, 3 

and 15 respectively. The Number of Vehicles is then Converted into Passenger Car 

Units(PCU).  The Number of Vehicles arriving for the Multiplex located at the Proposed 

Commercial Mall is 136 PCU. The detailed calculation as discussed above is presented in 

the (Table 13. Traffic Generated by the Multiplex at the proposed Commercial 
Mall). 

 

Table 13. Traffic Generated by the Multiplex at the proposed Commercial Mall 

Traffic Theatre Seating Capacity 789 

Modal Share No of People Visiting Multiplex No of Vehicles PCU 

Bus (40%) 316 4 10 

Bike(25%) 197 132 66 

Auto(20%) 158 29 34 

Car (7%) 55 18 18 

Van (6%) 47 3 4 

Cycle (1%) 8 8 3 

Pedestrian (1%) 8 8 0 

Total 789 202 136 

     Source: Traffic Survey Conducted and Analyzed by Authors 

 

6.3. Scenario -3 Prediction of the traffic generated by the Proposed Commercial Mall 

 

The total traffic generated by the Proposed Commercial Mall comprises of the 

people coming by to the Multiplex and the shops. Therefore, the Vehicles expected for the 

Mall during the peak hour on a normal weekday is 200 Passenger Car Units. 

 

7.  Impact of the Traffic Generated due to the Proposed Mall 

 
The Proposed Commercial Mall by the proponent is at Bharathi Road. The nearby 

intersection is  BharathiRaod and Beach Road. Therefore the Impact of the Traffic 

Generated by the proposed Mall on the Bharathi Road and Beach Road Intersection and the 

roads in the intersection is studied in detail during the evening peak hour. During the 

Morning peak hour, the Mall is not going to create any traffic problem, because the Mall 

opens at 10.a.m. Therefore the Impact of the proposed Commercial during the morning is 

studied.  Without Commercial Mall, the traffic generated in Bharathi Road, Beach road and 

School road in terms of Passenger Car Units is 3917, 1356 and 561 respectively. With 

Commercial Mall, the traffic generated in Bharathi Road, Beach road and School road in 

terms of Passenger Car Units is 4084, 1392 and 584 respectively. The increase in the 

Passenger Car Units in percentage due to the proposed Mall in Bharathi Road, Beach road 
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and School road is 4.26%, 2.65% and 4.09%.  With Mall the traffic generated at the 

Interesection is going to rise by approximately by 4% of the total traffic.  Without Mall, the 

V/C ratio and Level of Service at Bharathi Road value is 1.07 and E respectively. With 

Mall, the V/C ratio and Level of Service at Bharathi  Road value is 1.13 and E respectively.  

 

8. Impact on the Traffic in Bharathi Road due to the Proposed Byepass by 

Highways Department 

 
The proposed By-pass at Cuddalore starting at Navammalkappery  and ending at 

Chemmengkuppam about 25 Kilometers is going to reduce the number of vehicles entering 

into Bharathi Road by twenty percent. .  Without Commercial Mall, the traffic generated in 

Bharathi Road, Beach road and School road in terms of Passenger Car Units is 3917, 1356 

and 561 respectively. With Commercial Mall, the traffic generated in Bharathi Road, Beach 

road and School road in terms of Passenger Car Units is 4084, 1392 and 584 respectively. 

With Commercial Mall and the traffic excluded due to the bye-passable traffic, the traffic 

generated in Bharathi road, Beach road and School road in terms of Passenger Car Units is 

3872, 1392 and 584 respectively. Without Mall, the V/C ratio and Level of Service at 

Bharathi Road value is 1.07 and E respectively. With Mall, the V/C ratio and Level of 

Service at Bharathi Road  value is 1.13 and E respectively. With Mall and excluding the 

thorough traffic due to the Proposed Bye-Pass, the V/C ratio and Level of Service at 

Bharathi Road  value is 1.08 and E respectively. 

 

9. Conclusion 

 
Traffic Surveys were conducted and analyzed at the intersections of Bharathi Road 

and Nellikuppam road Junction, Bharathi Road and Collector road Junction, Bharathi Road 

and Beach road Junction, Chidambaram Road and Lawrence road Junction and the research 

infers that the proposed Mall is going to increase the Traffic generated in Bharathi Road by 

200 Passenger Car Units during the Peak Hour. Especially the Proposed Mall is not going 

to increase the traffic during the non-peak hours. The Proposed Mall is also not going 

increase the traffic during Morning Peak Hours, as the Mall is going to function between 

10.00 a.m. to 12.00 p.m. 

Most of the traffic generated in the Commercial mall is due to the Multiplex theatre 

located in the Proposed Commercial Mall. The traffic generated by the Multiplex theatre is 

136 Passenger Car Units. The traffic generated by the shops in the Proposed Mall is 64 

Passenger Car Units. And predominantly the Proposed Mall is going to increase the traffic 

in the evening Peak hours between 4.30 p.m to 6.30 p.m.  
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